
Student Dormitory Information
(School Managed Accommodations)

Other dormitories are also available. Prices and room types are subject to change.
Feel free to contact the person in charge for details and the latest availability.

Daiichi 
Takadanobaba
(Male/Female)

Access：8 min walk from Takadanobaba station
Room：1 bedroom, dining room, kitchen
Type：

Total ：12 rooms
first 3 months：271,000 yen～
3 months extension：171,000 yen～

Takadanobaba
(Male/Female)

Access：3 min walk from Takadanobaba station
Room：3 bedrooms, kitchen
Type：         ×3 bedrooms (can be used as a Single room)

Total ：10 rooms
*Laundry room shared by students on the same floor
first 3 months：Double217,000 yen～*Separate utility bill30,000 yen

 Single262,000 yen～*Separate utility bill30,000 yen
3 months extension：Double117,000 yen～*Separate utility bill30,000 yen

  Single162,000 yen～ *Separate utility bill30,000 yen
*Utility costs are paid separately to the management company

Shimo-Ochiai
(Male)

Access：4 min walk from Takadanobaba station
Room：3 bedrooms, living room, dining room, kitchen
Type：         ×2 bedrooms,            ×1bedroom

Total ：1 room
first 3 months：Single289,000 yen～/Double259,000 yen～
3 months extension：Single189,000 yen～/Double159,000 yen～

Yoyogi-Uehara
(Male/Female)

Access：1 min walk from Yoyogi-Uehara station
Room：1 bedroom, dining room, kitchen
Type：          (can be used as a Single room)

Total： 15 rooms(Japanese-style room)
first 3 months：Single310,000 yen～/Double226,000 yen～
3 months extension：Single210,000 yen～/Double126,000 yen～

Japanese schools with long history and achievements that support students‘ ‘education’ and ‘life’

Sendagaya Japanese Institute Group

Daini Takadanobaba
(Male/Female)

Access：8 min walk from Takadanobaba station
Room：one room
Type：

Total ：5 rooms
First 3 months：358,000 yen～
3 months extension：258,000 yen～
*The student should make the contract for the utilities 

themselves, and pay for them separately  from the rent

Size：★★★★☆
Closeness to school：★★★★☆
Facilities：★★★☆☆
Quietness：★★★★☆
Price：★★☆☆☆

Size：★★★☆☆
Closeness to school：★★★★☆
Facilities：★★☆☆☆
Quietness：★★★★☆
Price：★★☆☆☆

Size：★☆☆☆☆
Closeness to school：★★★★★
Facilities：★★☆☆☆
Quietness：★☆☆☆☆
Price：★★★★★

Size：★★★☆☆
Closeness from School：★★★★★
Facilities：★★★☆☆
Quietness：★☆☆☆☆
Price：★★★★☆

Size：★★★☆☆
Closeness from School：★★☆☆☆
Facilities：★★☆☆☆
Quietness：★★★☆☆
Price： ★★★★★

Furniture, home appliances and Wi-Fi included! Good choice 
for those who want to save up money for the first months!
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